
OMer the rOMer Virtual/Online Competition Forms

1. Membership Name: Steam Studio Number: 38105 Division: 3

Team List Form
2. A brief description of the propulsion system:

When tasked to make a propulsion system without the use of human power, my immediate thought was to
use gravity in some way to power the vehicle. Originally, we used a system with pulleys, but the most
effective way was to use a ratchet. I took two large containers, put one ratchet in each, then put cement in
both containers. This both made a weight and made the ratchet stick in the weight. Then, I mounted a
wood plank onto each wheelchair wheel and inserted a custom fit holder for the ratchet into each wood
plank. The ratchet can very easily slide into and stay in the wood plank now. The vehicle operates by
having the person powering the vehicle “winds up” the ratchet, by pulling it without moving the vehicle.
Once the ratchet is at a certain point, the vehicle operator lets the ratchet go, and the ratchet does not
move freely the other way, so the ratchet turns the wheel, moving the vehicle. This is all done with
gravity, and the vehicle operator does not power the vehicle in any way. *At the regional competition,
we got a penalty for holding onto the strings as the ratchets were dropped.  To fix this for the state
competition, we simply tied the strings to the sides of the vehicle and now the driver can let go of the
strings as the weight pulls down.  You can see this in our video by Avyu (the driver) opening his
hands to let go of the strings every time he drops the weights.

3. A brief description and the order of the vehicle reactions:

1st: The vehicle smiles. We used an arduino to power a servo motor. This servo motor is coded to move a
certain number of degrees, then move back 10 or so times. We mounted the actual servo to a wood
support, then attached what the motor turns to a paper mache beak. This beak was mounted to the chicken
head as well, but only from two points, so it could still move up and down.

2nd: The vehicle laughs. This is done by repeating the normal “BAWK” sound that is heard throughout
the performance. The normal BAWK sound is made by the tone function in arduino. The speaker plays
every value very quickly until it reaches a specific value. It then plays a higher tone and repeats the quick
one. The laugh is this played 3 times.

3rd: The vehicle lays eggs (special effect). We mounted a large balloon to the back of the chicken and
filled it with small golden eggs. Just above the balloon is a bar that is connected to another servo motor.
The servo motor has long needles sticking out from it. When the servo is triggered, it moves downwards,
and pops the balloon, causing the eggs to fly out from the chicken.

4. The special effect produced by the vehicle and when it will occur:
See above for description of special effect.  This occurs at the third corner of the square, after the knock
knock joke part of the skit.



5. When in the performance the unplanned stop will occur:
During the fourth “leg” of the performance, between the third stop and the final stop, the chicken and
OMER character have an unplanned stop to take a selfie with Lawrence, a British Stooge.

6. A brief description of the creative physical representation of the selfie:
The creative physical representation of the selfie is an impression in a pie, with the impression being
underneath one layer of the pie that we pull off during the skit to show to the audience. The selfie itself is
a drawing of the OMer character and the vehicle physically made out of non perishable food items. These
items include rice (neck and feathers), walnuts (hair), sugar (eyes), coffee beans (pupils), chickpeas (vest),
navy beans (nose and ears), peppers (mouth, comb, and gobbler), uncooked spaghetti (face), and lentils
(glasses and beak).

7. The signal our team will use to indicate we have finished our performance is:
We all say “TIME”
NOTE: These forms may be re-created, but required information cannot be changed.



OMer the rOMer Virtual/Online Competition Forms Cost Form
Team members must complete this form and list all items used in the presentations of their problem
solution, including those exempt from cost and assigned a value. Adults may help fill it out for Division I
team members only. Do not include sales tax.

Name of Item        Used For (e.g. costumes, props, all areas)        Value (used value)
1. Wheelchair Vehicle base (purchased used) $20
2. 2 Ratchets Vehicle propulsion mechanism $22
3. Concrete mix Vehicle propulsion mechanism $2
4. Wood for background background $6
5. Hot glue background and vehicle $5
6. Old lemonade container holds concrete on vehicle free
7. Tin soup cans holds signs for markers free
8. Concrete mix in cans - signs for markers $1
9. Crossing guard vest costume $7
10. 2 ties Costume for 2 Dads $4
11. 2 old coffee cups costumes for “dads” $1
12. Yellow and Orange Paper vehicle $5
13. Old sled (broken) background sun $free
14. 2 wood planks vehicle $4
15. Arduino Mega/blue cable vehicle $8
16. Arduino Mega Hat                  vehicle $2
17. Wires + Wire Cable for arduino vehicle $4
18. Speaker for arduino vehicle $4
19. Motor for chicken mouth vehicle $3
20. Motor for balloon pop vehicle (special effect) $3
21. Balloon vehicle $0.50
22. Breadboard vehicle $3
23. Solder vehicle $1
24. Lantern battery vehicle $4
25. Old wood (knock knock door)background $2
26. Yellow paint vehicle $3
27. White Flour The chicken head $1
28. Newspaper The chicken head free
29. Water for paper mache The chicken head Free
30. Cardboard The chicken head Free
31. Clear plastic bowl The chicken head $1
32. 4 bolts for wood planks vehicle $1
33. Paper for sign markers markers $2
34. Old easter eggs for marker marker $2
35. Cardboard for stop sign costume free
36. Wood for stop sign style item $2
37. Keypad for arduino vehicle $2
38. String for pulling up weights vehicle free



39. Board for humor-ometer marker $1
40. Google eyes vehicle $1
41. Newspaper comics marker free
42. Used cardboard tubes markers free
43. Lights for humor-ometer marker $5
44. Cardboard for selfie selfie free
45. Felt for selfie selfie $.50
46. Food for selfie selfie $1
47. Paint for background background $2
48. Paper for background background $2
49. 2 free suitjackets costumes $2

TOTAL VALUE OF MATERIALS USED = __$140____________



OMer the rOMer Virtual/Online Competition Forms Style Form
Team members must complete this form. Adults may help fill it out for Division I team members only.
*Note that no element scored in the Long Term problem may be selected.

Style Category Possible Points Points Awarded
(Team fills in #1 to #4) (Judge fills in) (If the category is “Free choice of team,” do not include anything
that is scored in long-term problem scoring.)

1. Artistic quality of a team-created marker

The marker that appears on the first corner (where the vehicle starts) is a “humor-ometer” that changes as
the skit goes on and more humor is found in Joke Land. The Humor-ometer is a fully painted exclamation
point on wood with a black background and color-coded areas. It is colored red, yellow, and green. Also,
there is a sign above the humor-ometer with its name. This sign is a piece of foam board that has a black
background with letters of all different colors that have a white outline. The most important part of the
humor-ometer, though, are the red and purple LED lights that light up as the skit goes on. They are on the
outline of the exclamation point. The LEDs change the artistic quality of the skit, since the marker is just
a painting on wood at the beginning of the skit, but it transforms to having flashy, colorful lights all over it
at the end.

2. Creative use of materials in the vehicle’s appearance

The vehicle uses paper in a variety of ways for its appearance. First, the vehicle is decorated with over a
hundred paper feathers that our whole team traced and cut out by hand. Since we couldn’t get together
much due to covid, this was a good thing for us all to do at home so we could all contribute.  Using many
different kinds of paper, like solid color or even sparkling paper, to make a unique chicken that doesn’t
use just white feathers. Second, the actual chicken is made of paper. The head of the chicken is made
using paper mache, a material that uses paper. The gobbler and waddle are both made of paper. Both the
decoration for the chicken and the chicken itself are made out of paper.

3. Free choice: The Joke Land Background

The Joke Land Background uses a lot of different props to make a full and decorative background. First,
there is a bottom of the background that is covered with grass cutouts. We used different paper shades and
layering to give the effect that the grass is not just paper glued onto a piece of wood. There are also clouds
lining the top of the background to give that same effect. The “Joke Land” sign on the background was
originally a marker. This used to be the item scored in the artistic quality of a team-created marker. We
decided to break the supports off of the marker and attach it to the background, making what used to be an
entire style item only one part of our new style item. The sun in the top right of the background is an old
snow sled that we repurposed to use in the background. We spray painted the sled yellow, then added a
black paper face and yellow paper sun rays to sell that it was a sun. As well as repurposing old items into
the background, we also repurpose items in the background into something else. We wanted to go for a
“pop up book” aesthetic for the background, and we needed to have something actually pop out. When the



OMER character and the vehicle arrive at “Knock Knock Place,” an inconspicuous part of the background
that looks like part of the grass, turns on a hinge to reveal that it is a door that is actually used in the skit,
and the background has a purpose besides looking pretty.

4. Free choice: The Stop Sign.
The Stop Sign starts off as what appears to be a normal character prop, much like the coffee mugs for the
dads or the suit jackets for the stooges. However, while the Stop Sign looks like a normal and boring prop,
at the end of the skit it is shown that there is a secret message on the Stop Sign. The Stop Sign opens
similarly to how a blind opens, with a hole cut in many pieces of wood and wire threaded through and
knotted on the inside and outside of the wood. This allows the wood to open like an accordion, but cannot
open all the way, and opens at a 90 degree angle. Then, a message can be shown on both sides of the
wood, the “top” half, and the “bottom” half (see video for example). Then, these pieces of wood can
easily be pressed down and look like a large block of wood, which is what they are for most of the
performance. On the inside, the message is decorated with different colors and different shapes, which
make the inside of the stop sign more colorful and have a sharper contrast to the outside of the stop sign.

5. Overall effect of the four Style elements in the performance.
Briefly tell how the four Style elements combine to enhance the long-term problem solution. Please print
or type and use only the space below.

All four of the style items are extremely important in the skit. Both the humor-ometer and the stop sign
share similar purposes, and they are the foundation of the entire skit. First, the humor-ometer is a very
clear way to show how much humor is in Joke Land. As the humor-ometer lights up, there is more humor.
Simple as that. The stop sign is more so used specifically for the OMER character, to show that his
journey throughout the skit has concluded. At the beginning of the skit, the OMER character does not
understand any jokes, and only wants to find humor to get more people in Joke Land into a job. At the end
of the skit, though, he realizes that the humor he needed was inside him all along, and that he is actually
funny. The stop sign shows this message and makes it very clear to the audience the character
development of the OMER character. The use of materials on the vehicle and the background also serve a
similar purpose. We wanted a pop-up aesthetic for the skit, and the many pieces of paper on the chicken
help serve that aesthetic. Making a large part of the chicken out of paper mache also helps that. The
background has a large amount of cut out pieces of paper as well, and also has a door that actually pops
up out of the background, a huge part of that pop-up aesthetic. Also, the background is actually used in
the skit. We have 5 team members, so one of our team members goes behind the background to be many
different characters at once.

1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10 1 to 10
1. ___________ 2. ___________ 3. ___________ 4. ___________ 5. ___________

TOTAL STYLE SCORE =
(Maximum possible = 50 points)





OMer the rOMer Virtual/Online Competition Forms Outside Assistance Form
We understand that it is against the rules for anyone other than the team members to design, build or
present the long-term problem solution.
We understand that any team member who was ever on our team must remain on our roster and will count
as a team member.
We realize that we may get instruction in various areas of design and construction or in performance
techniques, but know that these instructions may not be specific to the long-term problem solution. By
signing below, we testify that we have followed all of the rules regarding outside assistance. If there are
any exceptions, we have listed those.
WE HAD HELP WITH: (Please describe any assistance with your specific problem solution if you had
any. State NONE if no assistance was received. Also, please list names of former team members no longer
on your team (if the roster exceeds seven) and when they last worked with the team.

NONE

Coach # 1 Sarah Ezolt

Coach # 2 none
Coach # 3 none
Team Member: Nicolai Ezolt Grade: 9 Birthday: 4/25/06

Team Member: Prisha Dargan Grade: 8 Birthday: 9/4/07

Team Member: Avyu Nagrath Grade: 9 Birthday: 11/23/06

Team Member: Luke Ridgeway Grade: 9 Birthday: 08/22/05

Team Member: Connor Foote Grade: 9 Birthday: 02/05/06



OMer the rOMer Virtual/Online Competition Forms
Team script
(Copy + paste script & add pages as needed! Please use at least 10-pt font.)

OMER Character = Crossing Guard (Nicolai, crossing guard outfit)
Vehicle = Chicken (Avyu, all pink)
Curly- Prisha
Moe- Connor
Lawrence- Luke
Dad 1- Connor
Dad 2- Prisha
Residents (1-3)- Luke
Auditioner- Prisha

SCRIPT
(Crossing Guard is walking across the street)
(Vehicle starts moving as soon as possible)
Crossing Guard (Nicolai): What're you doing? Crossing the road without my permission?

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): I don’t CARE “why” you’re crossing the road, I just know that ONLY I can say
if you’re allowed to go to the other side..

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Ok, just because we’re in Joke Land and you might be the most famous joke
does NOT mean that you can just do this without my permission! WHY AREN’T YOU STOPPING!

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): You can’t lay any eggs? Why on earth is that?

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Oh, you can’t lay any eggs because you aren’t happy anymore. And that’s why
you’re crossing this road without my permission? You’re telling me that you need to find humor so that
you can lay eggs? That doesn’t make sense at all!

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Because you read in a magazine that happy chickens lay eggs more than sad



chickens. Good luck with that, because I'm not helping you. I have more important things to do, like
guarding this crossing.
.
(Two Stooges walk onto the crossing)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Hey, Curly, Moe, how are ya! Where’s Larry?

Curly: Got laid off the other day, man. Didn’t make the quota of 200 pies in the face a month. Poor guy
only got 187.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Geez, so many people have been out of work lately. And with no one going to
their jobs, no one crosses the street! What’s the point of being a crossing guard if no one even walks on
my street? You guys got any idea why so many people in Joke Land are losing their jobs?

Moe(Connor): I don’t know, man. All humor here is gone and more and more people are going out of
work. I guess everyone’s just not funny anymore.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Hmmm… I need to have more people cross my street. Curly, Moe, stay here.
Don’t cross without me. HEY CHICKEN!

(Chicken should be at the first stop or almost there, far away from the Crossing Guard, at any rate)

BAWK

(During this line, Moe and Curly are sneaking by the crossing guard)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): I’ve changed my mind. I’ll help you. And don’t worry, I'm one of the crossing
greats. I studied under Moses when he parted the red sea. When Caesar crossed the Rubicon, my idea.
And I’ve played more than 3 hours of Animal Crossing. We can definitely do this.

(Chicken NEEDS to be at first stop [1 minute 45 seconds]
CHICKEN SMILES
Crossing Guard is oblivious to them sneaking)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai) turns around: Hey, what are you guys doing? NO CROSSING, NO
CROSSING! *sighs* Let’s get going. That humor isn’t going to find itself!

(Vehicle starts moving on the second “leg” of the journey)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): *sniffs* Hey, what is that? It smells like shaving cream and really cheap coffee.

(Dad walks in. Dad costume is coffee, white undershirt)



Dad 1(Connor): You know, I tell ya. There’s only 3 things that are certain in life. Taxes, death, and Joke
Land going downhill. Can’t complain. Got my trusty coffee, and that’s all that matters. You know how
Moses makes his coffee? Hebrews it! HA HA HA!

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): That joke wasn’t even funny!

Dad 1(Connor): Course it wasn’t! You’re in Dad Joke-ville, we make bad jokes all the time! Speaking of
time, have I told you about my friend that ate clocks? It was really time consuming.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Well, listen, we need to find humor, because clearly there isn’t any here.

Dad 1(Connor): Well, I heard that there’s a dad that’s actually funny. Just keep going where you’re going
and you’ll get to him.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Chicken, can you do that?

BAWK

Dad 1(Connor): You know, it feels like we’re in the ocean, so i’ll sea you later!

(Crossing Guard and Vehicle move away from Dad)

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Yeah, I know, not funny at all. Making random puns when talking isn’t funny!
Anyway, I hope you’re egg-cited to laugh again! We just need to find something that will crack you up.

(One of the stooges needs to change into Dad 2 by now)

(NEED TO BE AT CORNER 1 [3 minutes 30 seconds])

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Are you the funny dad that can help us?

Dad 2: Yep! You know, I’ve never talked to a chicken before. Guess I can wing it!

BAWK

Dad 2: Now that i’m talking to you, I can see its not all it's cracked up to be. But I still consider myself a
comedi-hen.

(CHICKEN LAUGH)



Crossing Guard (Nicolai): But that’s exactly what I told you! That wasn’t funny at all. He’s just saying the
same jokes as before, but only for chickens.

Dad 2: What’s the matter, pal? I can see that i’m making you CROSS and you put up your GUARD. I’d
better STOP (points to sign).

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Well, it wasn’t funny enough to lay an egg, let’s go.

(Vehicle rounds third bend)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Where to now?

(Auditioner is going to doors, there is a sign that says “Knock Knock Auditions”)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Hey, aren’t you from Dad Joke-ville?

Auditioner: Listen, we only have 5 team members and money is tight, so keep your mouth shut.

Auditioner: KNOCK KNOCK

Resident: Who’s there?

Auditioner: Wooden shoe.

Resident: Wooden shoe who?

Auditioner: Wooden shoe like to hear another joke?

Resident: You need to get some new material, branch out of the “clothes” knock knock jokes.

Auditioner: Yes, sorry..

Resident: Listen, you’re very promising, but I just don’t think it's going to work. We have 50 other
applicants here who aren’t afraid to do some “food” knock knocks,  “animal” knock knocks, or even
“ghost” knock knocks.

Resident: NEXT

Resident (To CS and V): Hey, are you two auditioning?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): No, we were just passing throug-



Resident: You look very passionate. I really like the stop sign, maybe allowing for some prop comedy?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Listen, if you know of any comedy, we’d sure love to know where it is.

Resident: Well, you make the comedy! Now, audition for me. Remember, I am the foremost Knock Knock
expert in all of Joke Land, so, impress me!

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): No, I know that comedy’s locked in there. LET ME IN!

(Crossing Guard knocks on door)

Resident: Who’s there?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Hurry-

Resident: Harry who?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Hurry up and open this door!

Resident: Ha ha ha! That was a good one.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): What are you talking about? Let me through that door!

(knocks on another door)

(Higher Pitched Voice, Resident 2)

Resident 2: Who’s there…?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Not this again… Can you-

Resident 2: Canoe who?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Can you let me in?

Resident 2: Hah hah hah.

(NEED TO BE AT CORNER 2 [6 minutes 21 seconds])

(Crossing Guard knocks on a third door)

(Resident 3 is much gruffer, lower pitched)



Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Can you please let me in?

Resident 3: Fine, come in.

(Crossing Guard pulls on door, it isn’t opening)

Crossing Guard (angry): The door-

Resident 3: Theodore who?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): The door is locked, let me in!

(Resident 3 laughs very hard)

Resident 3: That was great! You’re almost as good at knock knocks as famous joke author Atch!

Crossing Guard: Atch who?

Resident 3: Gesundheit!

Crossing Guard: UGH! This is getting us nowhere! Not everything is a knock knock joke, you know!

Resident 3: Well, your chicken friend liked it so much, she laid an egg!

Crossing Guard: Huh?

(Chicken is laughing, laughing, laughing, then the special effect happens, an egg is laid.)

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): You laid your egg! But how?

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): He made you laugh? But I didn’t sneeze! Well, its good you laid your egg, but I
still need to get everyone’s jobs back. Let’s keep going.

(Going onto the fourth bend)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Hey, Curly, Moe, good to see you again!

Moe: You too, wise guy. You find out how to give everyone their jobs back yet?



Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Not yet. Did you guys find a new Stooge?

Curly: Yeah, Corporate said we needed to diversify, so we brought in a guy from the Three Rapscallions,
you know, the British show that “inspired” the Three Stooges.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Where’s the guy?

Moe: HEY LAWRENCE! GET OVER HERE!

(Lawrence walks into scene, maybe from behind background):

Lawrence (speaks with a heavy British accent): You know, I was the crossing guard in the famous
Rapscallion sketch. Want a picture?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Wait, you’re Sir Duke Crossing from the sketch “To Cross or Not to Cross!”
Chicken, let’s stop here. Hey, how are we supposed to take a selfie?

Moe: Let’s use my pie-phone. Nyeheheheheheh

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Alright. Everyone smile!

(Everyone smiles)

(SPLAT)

(Moe splats the pie, everyone laughs)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): THATS a pie phone? I should’ve known! Hey, I can’t even see Lawrence in
here!

Lawrence (Luke): Oh! Tea time! Time to make my Brexit!

(Lawrence walks away)

Curly: That Lawrence guy’s just doesn’t fit in. Wanna be a Stooge? That pie in the face bit was great! (to
the audience) It’ll take hours to get it out of his hair, but it sure was HAIRlarious.

(Vehicle needs to be at last stop by now [9 minutes])

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): What? I’m not funny. The whole reason I became a crossing guard was because
I could never be funny.



Curly: Well, how did you make everyone laugh?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): No, I didn’t do that. Wait, Chicken, come here!

(Chicken is going backwards now)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): At Dad Joke Land, I made the dad jokes just like the dad did. Here, I made
everyone laugh when I tripped in the pie. And, at the knock knock joke place, I made all the auditioners
laugh. Maybe I am the humor that I wanted to find. I do be a comedian.

BAWK

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): Listen, I started going with you just so more people could walk on my road.
Now, I can be one of those people. Maybe another crossing guard will come that will be a comedian
someday too. Thank you Chicken, for helping me. HEY GUYS!

Moe(Connor): What’s up?

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): I want to join.

Moe(Connor): Finally! Lawrence has talked so much about tea I can recite his top 50 favorite flavors.

Curly: Earl Gray, Oolong, English Breakfast, Chamomile-

(Moe slaps Curly on the back of the head)

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): So, what do I do as a Stooge?

Curly: What else? We make people laugh. We help them find the humor in their days.

Crossing Guard (Nicolai): You know, after going on this whole journey to find humor for me, it’s gonna
be great to help everyone else find humor.

Moe(Connor): Nyeh! It’s about…

EVERYONE: TIME

PENNSYLVANIA ODYSSEY OF THE MIND
COVID-19 Guidelines Compliance Form

Long-Term Problem _OMER the ROMer   Division __3



Membership Name Steam Studio Membership Number 38105 City Wexford

State/Prov. PA Country USA .

In order to run a safe and fair competition, we require teams to follow all local, state, and CDC
COVID-19 guidelines, including any applicable masking and social distancing guidelines, when
preparing for and competing in Pennsylvania Odyssey of the Mind tournaments presented by Creativity
Unlimited in Pennsylvania. Per the Program Guide and Virtual Tournament Procedures, teams should not
consider putting their health at risk for the sake of their solutions. Submission requirements allow extra
time for teams to show the judges specifics about their solutions and to explain elements which might
otherwise get lost in a virtual solution. Teams or team-members not following COVID-19 guidelines in
solving or presenting their solutions could be subject to penalties. Please know, judging panels are
excited to thoroughly review your submission materials and to understand what you have created.

By signing below, we testify we have followed all COVID-19 local, State and CDC guidelines during
the  preparation and recording of our submission for a Pennsylvania Odyssey of the Mind tournament
presented by Creativity Unlimited in Pennsylvania.
Please use the space below to clarify any actions in your submission which need to be explained.

Coach # 1 Sarah Ezolt
Team Member: Nicolai Ezolt
Team Member : Prisha Dargan
Team Member: Avyu Nagrath
Team Member: Luke Ridgeway
Team Member: Connor Foote
Team Member:
Team Member __________________________

PENNSYLVANIA ODYSSEY OF THE MIND
Presented by the entirely volunteer, nonprofit organization Creativity Unlimited in

Pennsylvania paodyssey.com | AskOMER@paodyssey.com


